
f(Color) = Sound

ABSTRACT
 f(Color) = Sound, is a project which explores auditory and 
visual sensory: sight and hearing. The relationship between 
color and sound of the project based on scientific research - 
study about wavelength of color and frequency of sound 
which resemble each other. The project aimed to put in a 
different  way  of  sensing  the  world  and  tried  to  ask  to 
people how they feel while changing the way of sensing 
visual  things(colors)  to  invisible  things(sounds). 
Additionally,  the  project,  f(Color)  =  Sound,  tried  to 
challenge with human senses to expand them by providing 
a new experience. At the end, it questions to people; do you 
feel similar emotions from a specific color with a particular 
sound pitch? Can you feel in a different way from what you 
previous felt after experiencing the project.
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INTRODUCTION
 We are using 5 senses -  sight,  hearing,  touch,  taste  and 
smell - to feel things. Humans use body sensors as the form 
of electronic data to interpret to its own way of thinking 
system. We are using different senses of our body to feel 
the world.  However,  I  think actually we sense things by 
using multi-sensors. For example, when we have a cup of 
coffee,  we  use  taste,  smell  and  sight  (even  touch  and 
hearing) to describe how the coffee tastes. Then, I want to 
ask that do you think all sensors totally different from each 
others? Is there any connection between them? f(Color) = 
Sound  project  will  let  the  users  experience  environment 

around them in a  different  way based on scientific logic 
behind. The project will  provide users abundant range of 
feeling, seeing, and hearing the world.

IDEA BACKGROUND
  My interest  is  user-centered design and creating a new 
interaction  between  technology  and  humans.  As  I’m 
studying more on human body recently, some of questions 
come out from me; how we can feel the world or what kind 
of things can stimulate our emotion. At that time, I saw the 
TED lecture spoken by Neil Harbisson which spark the idea 
of f(Color) = Sound project.

 Neil Harbisson is an artist who was born completely color 
blind. He said he saw the world in grayscale. He couldn’t 
express  how  orange  color  feels  to  hime.  Additionally, 
choosing color for outfit didn’t matter to him because he 
can’t feel the difference of each colors. However, now he 
can  choose  a  color  for  his  cloths  because  he  implant  a 
device to his body. He always put on the device, which is 
called  Eyeborg,  translating  color  to  audible  frequencies. 
After finding the relationship between color and sound, he 
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Figure 1. Neil Harbisson’s Eyeborg
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inputted  the  sound generating  system for  himself  to  feel 
colors by hearing them. 
 I was impressed when he said his experience of sensing 
color  in  audible  way  from  the  lecture  he’ve  spoken  on 
TED.“My head has turned into a music box. I can hear the 
sky,  I  can  listen  to  my  mother’s  eyes  and  I  can  hear 
rainbows.” inspired me deeply which emerges my desire of 
hearing colors  to  experience  the  world  in  more  plentiful 
ways. He also says, “My perception of beauty and music 
has also changed. I enjoy listening to people’s faces. some 
people  sound  unusually  melodic.”  After  hearing  his 
speaking,  I  also  wanted  to  try  the  device  he  wears. 
Moreover, I  realised I usually experience the world from 
what I can feel from my 5 senses. Thus, I wanted to explore 
human senses because I thought our most of emotions are 
based on our experiences what we see, what we hear and 
what kind of environment around us. As a result, f(Color) = 
Sound was created.

RESEARCH
 For  the  project’s  concept,  finding  logical  relationship 
between  color  and  sound,  research  was  toward  to  study 
how human sense  color  and  sound and  how human can 
sense every different color and sound pitch. 

The sound of color by Aaron N.Kelley
 

 From the research done by Aaron N.Kelly, he proposes the 
idea that light and sound have measurable wavelengths. He 
founded harmonic relationship which says “the harmonic of 
a wave is a component frequency of the signal that is an 
integer multiple of the fundamental frequency”.  Based on 
physics,   speed  of  the  energy  equals  to  wavelength 
multiplied with frequency. He applied the physics logic to 
make relationship between sounds and colors. However, he 
focused  on  sounds  which  we  can  hear(20hz-20khz).  He 
assumed there is same speed of energy in a moment so that 
he could create  relationship that  345m/s sounds equal  to 
300 million m/s light travel (See Figure 1). He describes 

our  brains  interpret  the  frequency  to  hear  the  sound, 
color(which  has  particular  frequency  of  light)  can  be 
translated by matching with wavelengths.

Planetary Harmonics & Neurobiological Resonances 
 Subtitled “in Light, Sounds, and Brain Wave Frequencies; 
Including the translation of sound to color” studied by Nick 
Anthony Fiorenza explains the conversion in musical notes 
to  color.  He  studied  the  relationship  between  color  and 
sound in a way of studying its correlation in wavelength 
(See  Figure  4  on  page  3)  which  used  the  same  way  as 
Aaron N.Kelley used(See Figure 1). 
 According  to  the  above  two  researches,  “The  sound  of 
color”  and  “Plnetary  Harmonics  &  Neurobiological 
Rsonances”  are  the  basic  studies  that  I  applied  to  my 
project, f(Color) = Sound to make translate function query 
to make more logical connection between color and sound.  

Synesthesia
 Synesthesia  is  the  phenomenon  of  blend  sensory 
experience from the neurological process. Greek translation 
defines  synesthesia  as  “senses  coming  together.”  To  be 
specific,  a  person  who  has  synesthesia  activates  an 
unrelated sense concurrently while one of his or her sense 
activated. For example, they instinctually feel a character, 
A,  to  brown.   Likewise,  some  people  can  hear  certain 
sounds  from  each  colours.  However,  synesthesia  is  a 
personal experience because it occurs from each person’s 
brain  activation  which  means  each  people  has  different 
pattern to feel the phenomenon.
 Therefore, I wanted more focus on previous two researches 
rather than studying synesthesia because I wanted to find 
more  general  logic  that  every  people  can  experience  the 
feeling of sensory transaction. 

PRECEDENTS

1. NODE Chroma by George Yu
 NODE Chroma is  a  wireless  color  scanner  for  iOS and 
computers. It is a bluetooth color collector. The device is 
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Figure 2. Using wavelength as a common measurement

Figure 3. NODE Chroma



for finding the right color when you print or paint. Also, it 
can used for whom wants to know colors around us and put 
in  to  their  own  digital  works.  (Check  https://
www.kickstarter.com/projects/soldermaster/node-chroma-
an-accurate-bluetooth-40-color-sensor) 
 From the project, NODE Chroma, I found there is a color 
sensor  which  can  detect  colors  and  get  color  code 
information.  I  used the color  sensor  to detect  colors  and 
used the data to create matched sounds based on scientific 
research(See  Figure  4).  Also,  I  resembled  the  shape  of 
roundness which is a suitable shape for holding the device 
by  hands  and  which  feels  like  an  container  of  invisible 
sounds. 

2. Color a Sound by Blair Neal
 A project, Color a Sound, is created by Blair Neal which 
plays  sounds  through  drawing  color  codes.  It  uses  old 
school projector and film paper to show the color notes(See 
Figure  5).  By  drawing  color  lines  or  dots,  it  generates 
sounds based on its detection of a color and line location. 
There is trigger line which will translate from a color to a 
sound. His drawing can be also played with sounds. (Check 
https://vimeo.com/11606420)

 From the project, Color a Sound, I decided to use MIDI 
player to generate each beautiful tones for each colours. In 
addition,  he  used  old-fashioned  way  to  build  a  project 
instead  of  high  technology  modern  designs  like  current 
sound machine’s appearance.  Influenced by his  project,  I 
could  create  my  project’s  appearance  more  like  organic 
way  rather  than  modern  complex  technology  outlook.  I 
wanted my object looks like more resembles to human and 
nature because f(Color) = Sound project is aimed to be a 
smooth transition between human senses and environment 
around us. 
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Figure 4. Light, Sound & Alpha Brain Wave Correspondences 

Figure 5. Color a Sound 

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/soldermaster/node-chroma-an-accurate-bluetooth-40-color-sensor
https://vimeo.com/11606420


MEDIUMS
 I used Arduino to build a function- transfer color data to 
sound. To detect colors, color sensor was connected on the 
Arduino and  to  produce  sounds,  I 

used MIDI to generate each tones.  The reason because I 
wanted sounds like to be more futuristic but natural sounds, 
I  chose stereo MIDI chip instead of mono sound buzzer. 
Lastly,  the decision of having headphone for the project, 
f(Color) = Sound, was aimed to experience the project in 
personal because I thought even it is coded by same logical 
way, each person can feel in a different way.

PROTOTYPE

Step 1 : Connecting every parts
All  the  parts  are  soldered 
carefully  in  order  to  put 
inside  the  small  round 
shape object. Glue gun was 
used  to  protect  conductive 
errors that may affect to the 
color  sensor  results  which 
are important to be accurate 
for  transferring  data  to 
sound tone.  Additionally,  I 
had  to  design  sound  in 
order to have more abstract 
but beautiful sounds for the 
project.  The  reason  why 
sounds  are  designed  in  an 
abstract way is because the 
project is aimed to provide 
a  new  way  of  sensing.  I 

thought  if  they  just  hear 
classic  piano sounds,  I  assumed they might  just  feel  the 
way they’ve been thinking. 

Step 2 : Designing and building a container
 Firstly, I planned to build a cylinder shape that users can 
hold the object easily without distracting edges. Secondly, I 

put  color  sensor  at 
the top of the object, 
so  that  users  can 
scan  anything  they 
want by holding the 
object  toward  to  it. 
Thirdly,  I  placed 
Arduino, MIDI chip 
and  Battery  parts 
inside the middle of 
the  object  to  hide 
them  all  in  a 
compact  way.  Last 
thing  was  putting 
switch  and  audio 
input  jack  to  the 
bottom  which  are 
opposite  side  of 
color  sensor.  The 
purpose of the design 

placing  the  color 
sensor and the audio input jack in a opposite side was I 
wanted to express the relationship between them- it can be 
considered as different sense but it also can be correlated to 
each other  by facing each other  through translating part; 
Arduino placed between them(See Figure 8). 
 In  order  to  build  a  container,  I  used plaster  bandage to 
make a cylinder shape (See Figure 9). The reason why I 
chose  the  medium  plaster  is  because  the  plaster  texture 
creates the object’s naturalistic feeling, which I wanted to 
have, rather than fancy modern technology look. However, 

after building basic shape, Arduino programmed code made 
odd  sound  stops  and  plays  illogically  caused  by  moist 
environment  inside  the  sculpture.  Moreover,  not  only 
humid condition but also plaster’s powder reached to the 
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Figure 6. Headphone, Arduino, MIDI, Color Sensor
 (top-left to right-bottom) 

Figure 7. Soldering with gluing
Figure 9. Plaster bandage trial - building & inputting 

  Figure 8. sketch of physical parts



Arduino chip  parts  and  also  MIDI  audio  input  hole  that 
would occur great damage to the device.

FINAL DEVELOPMENT
 I changed the plaster container to a container builded with 
plastic covered by Asian traditional paper which is not only 
thinner  than  regular  paper  but  the  texture  is  more 
naturalistic resembles human body(See Figure 10).
VIDEO CONCEPT/RESEARCH DESCRIPTION
https://vimeo.com/95699452

CONCLUSION
 The project was successful to know people are willing to 
experience environments through different way of sensing 
them.  The users  said  it  generate  sounds  which are  more 
beautiful sounds than composed sounds in purpose. They 
enjoyed to scan every color around them even they need to 
move  themselves  to  somewhere  to  find  other  colors. 
However,  the  color  sensor  was  not  accurate  enough  to 
distinguish all the colors around us. Therefore, next step is 
using  micro  camera  to  capture  what  we  scan  and 
distinguish the color based on pixels of images in order to 
achieve more successful project. Also, I’d planned to vary 
the sound range so that each sound pitches can be noticed 

more from users. In conclusion, it was hard to ask how they 
feel  differences  between  each  color  sounds,  but  people 
want to explore their senses through other senses in terms 
of scanning the world around them. 
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Figure 10. Final
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